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If the song collector Alan Lomax were a public company, his shares on the popular
music stock exchange would have decreased in value in recent years. Following
his death in 2002, Lomax was assailed by the enfant terrible of American rock
journalism, Dave Marsh, as someone who believed ‘folk culture needed guidance
from superior beings like himself’ and who ‘hated rock and roll’. Marsh’s assault
was based partly on a biography of Muddy Waters by Robert Gordon, although
he seems to have misread it when he wrote that Lomax ‘burned Muddy Waters
for the $20 he promised for making the records’; the biography clearly says that
Muddy remembered getting the cheque for twenty dollars (Gordon 2002: 61).
Alan Lomax features in Marybeth Hamilton’s In Search of the Blues, but in a
different perspective. The book consists of five vignettes in the history of the interpretation or appropriation of African American music by white Americans. The
stories are clearly and evocatively told in ways that have won admiring reviews in
British newspapers, a rare accolade for a scholarly work by an academic!
The third chapter deals with the activities of Alan and his father, John Lomax.
In Hamilton’s version, based mainly on documents in the Lomax archive at the
University of Texas in Austin, John Lomax was a relatively unscrupulous reactionary Southerner while his son’s relationship with his black informants was more
enlightened because of his own immersion in radical political circles of New York
City and Washington, DC. Hamilton’s discussion of the research that included
the ‘discovery’ of Muddy Waters stresses the collaboration between Alan Lomax
and two African American scholars on a systematic two-year study of all musical
practices in a Mississippi county that would provide ‘testimony of music’s relation
to broader patterns of social life, including the racial injustices that his [Lomax’s]
father had downplayed or denied’ (120).
The first of the five segments of the book deals with Howard Odum, a sociologist who collected ‘negro’ songs in rural Mississippi in 1907 using a phonograph.
What he found, writes Hamilton was ‘the blues in formation’ and when Odum
returned to a study of black music twenty years later he claimed to find similarities between the lyrics of contemporary popular blues and those of the songs he
collected in 1907.
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In the second part of In Search of the Blues, Hamilton writes about a now
lesser-known figure (and almost the only woman in this field), Dorothy Scarborough, whose primary informant was an elderly white surgeon who in 1921
provided her with memories of slave music heard in his childhood. Scarborough
was convinced this was ‘genuine Negro music’, unlike the material heard on
commercial recordings by Mamie Smith. Scarborough subsequently sought out
older rural black singers who could provide her with this material, but found
that it was little prized by her acquaintances among the black intelligentsia of
the Harlem renaissance.
Following the Lomax chapter, Hamilton turns her attention to the background
to an influential study of early jazz, Jazzmen by Fredric Ramsey, Charles Edward
Smith and William Russell. Published in 1939, Jazzmen sought to re-establish the
pre-eminence of the music of the 1920s and earlier over contemporary big band
and swing music. Its authors’ route to this position included championing Jelly
Roll Morton, the New Orleans composer, pianist and bandleader who was ‘rediscovered’ in the late 1930s and whom Alan Lomax interviewed at great length for
the Library of Congress. Hamilton herself narrated a BBC radio documentary on
these recordings in 2008.
The Jazzmen authors were collectors of old and obscure commercial recordings, as was James McKune, the dean of rural blues record collectors in the early
and mid 1950s and the principal subject of the final chapter. In parts of this chapter,
Hamilton switches to a novelistic mode that makes this reviewer, at least, faintly
queasy. She visits the site of the YMCA where McKune lived (now rebuilt as a
student dorm) and imagines ‘peering through the keyhole’ to see ‘the angular
man kneeling by the turntable, his eyes closed, his face taut with the absorption of
a monk in prayer’ (161).
McKune was at the heart of a network that included Harry Smith, compiler of
the Anthology of American Folk Music that has been heavily lionised in recent years,
as well as younger collectors who would later instigate reissue programmes of
pre-World War II recordings. In a 2006 journal article, John Dougan covered much
of the same territory as this chapter. What Dougan adds to Hamilton’s account
is an argument that record company field recording staff, such as H. C. Speir in
Jackson, Mississippi, were canon-formers in the early 1930s just as much as the
Lomaxes and other collectors, and a reminder that some 1950s collectors went on
to seek out the old singers, bring them back to the recording studio and introduce
them to the folk festival circuit.
Politically, Odum, Scarborough and John Lomax were Southern white conservatives with, at best, a paternalist attitude towards African Americans. But, like
black novelist Richard Wright and white folksong enthusiast Lawrence Gellert,
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both of whom criticized Lomax’s treatment of Leadbelly in the 1930s, Jazzmen
co-author Smith was a marxist and the jazz critic of the Communist Party newspaper. He (and Alan Lomax) was at one with the radical New Deal atmosphere
of the 1930s and early 1940s. What is striking about the blues record collectors
of the 1950s, however, is how apolitical they seem to have been (albeit in the
shadow of McCarthyism), at a time when the civil rights movement was gathering momentum.
This is not an issue Hamilton pursues. Her few remarks on the wider cultural
significance of McKune’s obsessions are somewhat conventional and reiterate an
orthodox and generally negative interpretation of the motivation of white collectors and their canonizing effect on black music, and indeed of white affection for
black music in general. The Dave Marsh outburst quoted at the start of this review
is an extreme expression of this view, which can be found, for example, in books
as far apart as Brian Ward’s solidly empirical history Just My Soul Responding and
Hugh Barker and Yuval Taylor’s lightweight attempt to carpet-bomb the idea of
authenticity from Lomax to Cobain, Fakin’ It.1
Hamilton’s contribution to this chorus is a tentative suggestion that McKune’s
obsession with rural blues singers is an instance of the White Negro syndrome,
a reference to Norman Mailer’s celebrated essay of 1957. However, her overall
viewpoint is both more measured and more generous. Elegantly summarizing
the situation of all the subjects of her book she writes: ‘even as they feared black
modernity, they struggled to cope with it, and sometimes to transcend their racist
beginnings. We are their debtors, even if we cannot avoid being their critics’ (18).
Dave Laing
writer, researcher and editor
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